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Introduction
Welcome to Payments Talent 2019
Our analysis of the skills gap in
payments and fintech

49%

The financial services world is spinning
faster than many other sectors, with external
and internal market forces driving an
unprecedented pace of industry change. As
payments businesses adapt to remain relevant
and competitive, the shape and form of their
businesses is being affected. Evolving skills

of Leaders Rank “Finding Talent”
as #01 Concern

and resourcing requirements sit high among
the key challenges for companies to address.
In fact, a report from industry news portal,

Bobsguide Report 2018

Bobsguide, states that “49% of financial
services leaders rank ‘finding the necessary
talents and skills’ as their number one
concern”. With warnings of an expanding skills
gap coming from business leaders, government
and industry influencers, just what skills are
payments businesses struggling to find and
what needs to happen to meet this demand?
In this paper, we offer our insight on where
the gaps are and our advice on how to address
them.
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resourcing requirements
sit high among the key
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£361m Loss

Employed by FinTechs in the
UK by 2030*

The Context for Change

Potential cost of
workforce gap

Our evolving industry is affecting
skills requirements and opening a
skills gap that’s widening fast
An evolving industry means an evolving need
for different skills. It stands to reason that
many businesses will take time to adapt and
find the right way to resource their changing
needs. But, at a broader industry level, there is
a widely acknowledged shortage of candidates.
A comment from the World Economic Forum
sheds some light on why: “the talent deficit
is driven both by rapid growth of the fintech
sector and by a major shift in the types of
roles in financial services more broadly”.
A 2018 report from Innovate Finance illustrates
just how much the growth of FinTech has
affected the overall size of the payments
industry in the UK. Their research forecasts
that the number of people employed by
FinTechs in the UK is set to grow from 76,500

Innovate Finance also projects a FinTech
workforce gap of 3% by 2030, amounting to
3,200 highly-skilled workers, and potentially a
direct loss of £361m to the sector.

to more than 100,000, with the number of UK
FinTech companies predicted to more than

Access to talent is a perennial issue, and one which affects all sectors
of our economy….without a flexible approach the UK FinTech sector
stands to lose its global pre-eminence with FinTech companies
already facing challenges in recruiting appropriate skills and talent.”
Charlotte Crosswell, CEO of Innovate Finance

double to 3,300, by the year 2030.
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Skills Gap cont.
Transforming Roles
Attracting highly skilled specialists is
becoming more difficult, particularly
as payments technology advances

are now many highly skilled, experienced

In the wake of legislation changes and

financial incentives for permanent roles.

technology advancements, the payments
industry is becoming more diverse. As well
as an abundance of start-ups, new entrants

payments specialists still working on a
contract basis on high day rates. This makes
it difficult for employers to offer compelling
This issue is particularly prevalent in London
and increasingly so in Dublin, where many
payments companies are under significant cost

are stepping across from other sectors and

pressures.

traditional banks and payments companies

Brexit Matters

are transforming their business models. While
the nature of these businesses varies, they
all need the best talent - and competition for
those candidates, particularly in certain job

According to a report from TheCityUK and
Santander, 20% of UK graduates with the

roles, is fierce.

required skills to work in FinTech are European

Part of the issue is the shortage of new

employees in the UK are from overseas (28%

Union nationals. Currently, 42% of FinTech

candidates coming into the industry,
particularly in emerging and high demand
roles that are focused on new technologies
and innovative customer services. Equally,
those with transferable skills are being
tempted away from payments by seemingly
more glamorous or exciting companies in
adjacent sectors, who need the same in-

from EEA countries and 14% from non-EEA
countries).
European tech hubs such as Poland have long
been a pool of talent that payments companies
have tapped into to bring the right skills into
the UK payments industry. Unfortunately,
since the Brexit referendum, recruitment from

demand skillsets.

these European talent pools has become

Many payments businesses are also now

unwilling to move to the UK. This is creating a

more difficult, with many skilled candidates

increasingly seeking permanent employees

skills shortage in itself.

and struggling to fill those positions. Where
financial services companies have invested
08/24
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heavily in contractors in the past, there
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legal and compliance professionals to operate

02 Talent Bottlenecks

Sales &
Commercial
Hunting for Hunters

Fast-growing skills requirements over the past 5
years have intensified competition for talent,
particularly in certain specialisms

Payments companies are increasingly seeking
business development, sales and account
management roles in particular. This is partly
many businesses are undergoing, as well as
increased competition in the industry.
The criteria for these roles is often anything

Developers in Demand

but simple. Payments companies are looking
for candidates with experience in the SaaS

According to LinkedIn, the global skills gap

few years into their careers are finding they

for candidates with technology expertise will

have enough of a track record behind them

hit 1.5 million by 2020. So it stands to reason

to go into contracting and attain much higher

that FinTech specifically and payments more

rates of pay. Employers are now having to

broadly is a candidate’s market, especially

adjust their candidate criteria, or even their

where tech roles are concerned.

job roles to tackle this issue.

must have a commercial mindset combined

While demand for technology professionals

As with many other industries, some of

Naturally, there is also a preference for

is increasing across the board, payments

the most highly sought-after candidates

companies are often struggling to fill those

are developers. Those that can code are in

positions, especially at a mid-level. Finding

demand, whether it’s Java, PHP, IoS or Android.

new recruits with 3 to 5 years’ experience is

The nature of that demand varies between

proving a very difficult challenge for many

countries, in line with consumer journeys and

payments businesses. In our experience,

the initiatives that are prevalent in each area.

there is often an expectation gap between

For instance, we’ve found that Java skills are

employers and candidates at this level. Many

most needed in Germany and PHP experience

payments technology professionals who are a

in Malta and Spain.

environment, who know how to sell against
complex product lifecycles. They also need
people who can help develop new products
and bring them to market. Those candidates
with payments and technical know-how.
candidates to bring their own book and
network with them. With quite a standard to
meet, finding the right calibre for commercial
roles is often one of the biggest resourcing
challenges payments companies face.
In addition to standard business development
roles, many payments companies are
under pressure to find people with a strong
commercial mindset across other roles.
For example, there is often now a need for
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entry, licensing requirements and navigate
interconnected compliance obligations. Over the
last couple of years, this skillset has been keenly
sought after in light of PSD2 and changing market
opportunities.

strong candidates to fill commercial positions;

driven by the transformation process that

Tech

at a senior level to advise on new market

Leadership
Seeking C-Level

New FinTechs are appearing every day and they
need leaders with exceptional tenacity, strong
commercial skills and an entrepreneurial mindset
to make sure they find their niche, gain support
and build a sustainable operational model.
Suitable candidates for these roles are few and
far between, making it a tough hiring job for any
new business.
On a daily basis we receive enquiries from
payments businesses looking for General
Managers, CEOs and CCOs in particular. As well
as startups, more established FinTechs, PSPs
and vendors are reshaping their businesses to
address the challenges of the evolving payments
industry – this is driving the need for new types
of leaders.
Over the last year or two, we’ve seen an
increasing tendency towards blending job titles
at Board level, as payments businesses look to
realign their operating models and become more
agile. For instance, it’s not uncommon now
to find
011/24
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03 Recruitment Solutions
Avoiding the Gap: Planning for Tomorrow’s Payments
Landscape
In the fast-moving payments landscape, competition doesn’t just mean winning customers
from your rivals, it also means attracting and retaining the right people. With the skills shortage
deepening in these key areas and fierce competition for emerging technology skills, payments

#01
Talent Bottlenecks cont.

businesses need to implement carefully planned recruitment strategies to ensure they get the
people they need to deliver against their business plans. Having the right resources is now
necessary for survival.
We’ve identified three key areas that will be essential to successful talent acquisition as the
skills gap widens:

Next Generation
Ones to Watch

As the initial compliance demands of PSD2 die down and payments companies
begin to go into their new ‘business as usual’ mode, we anticipate that the
demand for legal and compliance professionals will start to decline. However,
the evolution of the industry – and with it the level of competition – is unlikely to
ease any time soon, so we fully expect that the demand for talented commercial,
technology and C-level professionals will continue over the coming years.
On the technology side we’ve also started to see a sharp increase in DevOps
roles - and candidates with Cloud architecture experience are beginning to find
themselves spoilt for choice when it comes to their next career move.
Emerging roles, including data analysts, Artificial Intelligence specialists and
those with IoT expertise will undoubtedly become some of the most sought-after
skills amongst payments businesses. But these roles will also be in demand
012/24

across other consumer-facing industries, so the payments sector will have to be
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prepared to fight for the candidates they want.

How to Thrive
Payments Recruitment Solutions for Challenging times

01
Make Recruitment Mission
Critical

Recruitment Plans Must Now Be
Absolutely Central To Business Plans
Many payments companies are assessing the

Through the first half of this year, we’ve seen

most cost-effective options for delivering

more employers starting to offer more remote,

new technology and this includes creating

flexible working opportunities to try and

technology hubs overseas. Setting up

attract the right talent and open up their roles

new operations abroad can be difficult to

to a broader base of potential candidates.

navigate and the right in-country support is

Where practical, offering flexible working

invaluable in accessing the right resources and

options can help attract more diversity in the

understanding the advantages and potential

workforce and support longer term

pitfalls in each country.

staff retention.
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03

Broaden Horizons, Now

Navigate Skills Trends

Payments businesses need to find ways to

Maintaining a finger on the pulse of industry

access broader pools of talent to help attract

trends is vital. This means understanding the

the right calibre and mix of candidates. This

skills gaps, what the most in-demand job roles

means finding sources of directly matched and

are and what the best candidates are looking

transferable skills from within and outside the

for.

Make Early Investment In New
Sources Of High Skilled Candidates

Take Stock Of The Talent
Environment And Plan Accordingly

payments industry, at all levels.
It’s important to understand job trends at
For example, coding academies are proving

an industry level – something that will be

to be a good source of skilled talent, to find

increasingly vital over the coming years. As the

graduates who can be recruited and upskilled

industry fundamentally shifts in the wake of

over time.

technology and legislative evolution, the need
to attract external candidates from adjacent

Spreading your net beyond the industry

sectors, as well as fresh talent straight from

and even beyond geographic borders can

school or university will grow exponentially.

help encourage more diversity and tap into

Headcount Recruitment
Headcount is in a unique position to help payments companies in today’s evolving
industry. We have over 25 years’ experience in the sector and offer a range of
bespoke recruitment services.
Now as part of The Conexus Group - and partnered with specialist online gaming
recruiter Pentasia - we also offer access to an extended global talent pool from
relevant, adjacent sectors, supported by expert consultants around the world.

Connect with us today:

extended resource pools. For instance, we’ve

Forming strategic partnerships with specialist

found strong technology talent centres in Tel

recruiters who know the payments industry

P:

+44 (0)203 640 2150

Aviv, India and the Philippines which can help

and have connections into other industries is

to fill important skills gaps.

extremely valuable as is the ability to tap into

E:

info@head-count.com

a global candidate base.

www.head-count.com

The payments industry is evolving fast and
the pace is unlikely to slow – in fact quite
the opposite. This means a fluid approach
to recruitment will be crucial and regular
evaluation of skills needs essential.
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Address

Phone

Headcount
1 Fore Steet Avenue
Barbican
London
EC2Y 9DT
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Mail & Web
+44 (0)203 640 2150
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